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Was in the midst of july
and the spirits was high
came in from the east
with the sun in my eyes
trough the gate to fate
the spirits was great
you better have a reason
if you gonna be late alright

But who was Toto Contro
over body and soul
absolute commitment
to his every........
turn up by the gate
at the break of dawn
and bring a bit of everything
and everyone

In from the woods and the hills
in from the cinema screen
don't let reality kill
your childhood dream

In from behind enemy lines
in from the end of the skies
in from as far an believe can recon
a little bit of everyone and
everything please
you can come if you want to

Lovers gunned down in a cornfield
a help doesn't matter
they are not for real
your monkey's gone blind
and you've lost gow
everybody wants to be a hero
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and baby will you wait for me
I won't be long
meet me at the break
of the golden dawn
meet me at the gate
I got the key with me

Do I have to explain
or do you understand
I'm not as well as
you might think I am
I'm just a regular guy let time go
I'm just a regular guy let time go
to the woods and the hills
back to the cinema screen
don't let reality kill
my childhood dream
in from as far as believe can reach
s little bit of everyone
and everything please
you can come if you want to

Lovers gunned down in a cornfield
a help doesn't matter
they are not for real
your monkey's gone blind
and you've lost gow
everybody wants to be a hero

and baby will you wait for me
I won't be long
meet me at the break
of the golden dawn
meet me at the gate
I got the key with me

Lovers gunned down in a cornfield
a help doesn't matter
they are not for real
your monkey's gone blind
and you've lost gow
everybody wants to be a hero

and baby will you wait for me
I won't be long
meet me at the break
of the golden dawn
meet me at the gate
I got the key with me
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